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MATHEMATICS 

 TIME 2.30HRS                                                            STANDARD 10                                                                MARKS: 100 

D 
                                                                                          [FULL PORTION] 

                                                                                            SECTION - A 

CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWERS.                                                                                                    15 X 1 = 15                       

1) Given f(x) = (     is a function from       . Then the range of f is 

a)    {1}                       b)                                          c)    {1, -1}                     d)       

2) If   ,   ,   ,…. are in A.P such that 
  

  
 = 

 

 
, then the      term of the A.P is 

a)       
 

 
                        b)       0                            c)   12                                  d)       14   

3) If the     term of an A.P is     = 3- 5n, then the sum of the first n terms is 

a)     
 

 
                      b)     n(1-5n)                           c)   

 

 
                             d)    

 

 
      

4) If ax² + bx + c = 0 has equal roots, then c is equal to 

a)     
  

  
                              b)     

  

  
                          c)    - 

  

  
                              d)      - 

  

  
 

5) The system of equations x-4y = 8, 3x-12y = 24 

a)    has infinitely many solution                            b)     has no solution                                                                     

c)     has a unique solution                                   d)     may or may not have a solution 

6) A is of order m x n and B is of order p x q, then the addition of A and B is possible only if 

a)    m = p               b)      n = q                   c)      n =  p                       d)    m = p, n = q 

7) The midpoint of the line joining ( a, -b) and (3a, 5b) is 

             a)     (-a, 2b)                    b)       (2a, 4b)                 c)       (2a, 2b)                d)    (-a, -3b) 

8) The value of k if the straight lines 3x+ 6y + 7= 0 and 2x+ ky = 5 are perpendicular is 

a)      1                          b)      -1                          c)       2                            d)      
 

 
    

9) In     , RS is the bisector of   . If PQ = 6cm, QR = 8cm, RP = 4cm then PS =       

a)       2cm                 b)      4cm                   c)    3cm                  d)     6cm 

10)  If the tangents PA and PB from an external point P to circle with center O are inclined   to each circle at 

an angle of 40 , then       = 

a)    70                        b)       80                             c)        50                       d)       60              

11)  (1- sin² ) sec²  = 

a)        0                        b)         1                   c)    tan²                d)        cos²   

12)  In the adjoining figure, AC =               

a)   25m             b)     25   m           c)      
  

  
 m          d)      25   m                     
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13)  Curved surface area of a solid sphere is 24cm². If the sphere is divided into two hemispheres, then the 

total surface area of one of the hemispheres is 

a)    12cm²                    b)      8 cm²                     c)     16 cm²                         d)    18 cm² 

  

14)  The least value in a collection of data is 14.1. If the range of the collection is 28.4, then  the greatest 

value of the collection is 

a)   42.5                      b)          43.5                               c)    42.4                          d)     42.1 

15)  A bag contains 5 black balls, 4 white balls and 3 red balls. If a ball is selected at random, the 

probability that it is not red is 

a)    
 

  
                              b)      

 

  
                          c)     

 

  
                          d)     

 

 
    

                                                                  

                                                                           SECTION – B 

ANSWER ANY 10 QUESTIONS. QUESTION NUMBER 30 IS COMPULSORY                                        10 X 2 = 20    

16)  If R={ (a,-2),(-5,b),(8,c),(d,-1)} represents the identity function, find the values of a, b, c and d  

17)  Given n(A)=285, n(B)=195, n(U)=500, n(AUB)=410 find n(A′UB′) 

18)   Find the sum of 5² + 7² + 9² + ……. + 39² 

19)  Find the quotient and remainder when x³ + x² -7x -3 is divided by x – 3 

20)  Solve for x and y if  
  
  
  + 3 

  
  

  =  
  
 
  

21)  Construct a 3 x 2 matrix A = [   ] whose elements are    = 
       

 
 

22)  Find the point which divides the line segment joining the points (3, 5) and (8, 10) internally in the 

ratio 2 : 3                                                                               

23)  Find the value of a if the straight lines 5x -2y -9 = 0 and ay + 2x -11 =0 are perpendicular to each other  

24)  In     , AB      If AB is 3cm, PB is 2cm and PR is 6cm, then find the length of QR. 

25)  Prove that 
              

         
  

              

         
 =            

26)  Curved surface area and circumference at the base of a solid right circular cylinder are 4400sq.cm and 

110cm respectively. Find its height and diameter. 

27)  The radius and height of a right circular cone are in the ratio 2 : 3. Find the slant height if its volume is 

100.48cu.cm.       ( Take   = 3.14 ) 

28)  Find the range and the coefficient of range of 43, 24, 38, 56, 22, 39, 45 

29)  There are 7 defective items in a sample of 35 items. Find the probability that an item chosen at 

random is non defective. 

30)  a) If one of the roots of the equation 3x² - 10x + k = 0 is 
 

 
, then find the other root and also the value of 

k   

                                                                                             (OR) 

b) A ladder leaning against a vertical wall, makes an angle of 60  with the ground. The foot of the 

ladder is 3.5m away from the wall. Find the length of the ladder. 

                                                                                   SECTION – C                                                            9 X 5 = 45 

         ANSWER ANY 9 QUESTIONS 

         QUESTION NUMBER 45 IS COMPULSORY. 
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         SELECT ANY 8 QUESTIONS FROM THE REMAINING QUESTIONS. 

31)  Let A = z \{0} i.e. the set of all non zero integers and f: A R (the set of real numbers) be defined by 

f(x) = 
   

 
, x A. Find the range and type of the function. Is it one-to-one? 

32)  Let A = {0, 1, 2, 3} and B = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9} be two sets. Let f : A B be a function given by f(x) =2x+1. 

Represent this function as         

(i)  a set of ordered pairs                                  (ii)       a table                                  

(iii)  an arrow diagram                                      (iv)      a graph. 

33)  Find the sum of 1 + 0.1 + 0.01 + 0.001+……+                  

34)  A geometric series consists of even number of terms. The sum of all terms is 3 times the sum of odd 

terms. Find the common ratio. 

35)  The speed of a boat in still water is 15km/hr. It goes 30km upstream and return downstream to the 

original point in 4 hrs 30 minutes. Find the speed of the stream. 

36)  Simplify: 
    

       
  X 

     

        
 X 

   

     
 

37)  If A =   
  
   

 , B =   
   
  

  and C =   
  
   

  , then verify that A(B + C) = AB + AC 

38)  Find the area of a quadrilateral whose vertices are (-3, 4), (-5, -6) (4, 1) and (1, 2) 

39)  Find the values of p for which the straight lines 8px + (2 -3p)y  + 1 = 0 and px +8y -7 = 0 are 

perpendicular to each other 

40)  A jet fighter at a height of 3000m from the ground passes directly over another jet fighter at an 

instance when their angles of elevation from the same observation point are 60  and 45  respectively. 

Find the distance of the first jet fighter from the second jet that instant.                      (   = 1.732) 

41)  The internal and external radii of a hollow cylinder are 12cm and 18cm respectively. If its height  is  

14cm, then find its curved surface area and total surface area ( Take   
  

 
    

42)  An iron right circular cone of diameter 8cm and height 12cm is melted and recast into spherical lead 

shots each of radius 4mm. How many lead shots can be made? 

43)  For a collection of data, if  x = 35, n =5,   (x-9)² = 82 then find  x² and   (x -   )² 

44)   In tossing a fair coin twice, find the probability of getting    ( i )  the number 4    (ii) an even number   

(iii)  a prime factor of 6       (iv)   a number greater than 4   

45) a) If the roots of the equation (a² + b²)x² - 2(ac + b d)x + c² + d² = 0, where a, b, c and d  0, are equal, 

prove that 
 

 
 = 

 

 
                                                          (OR) 

b) If all sides of a parallelogram touch a circle, show that the parallelogram is a rhombus. 

                                                                        SECTION – IV 

ANSWER BOTH THE QUESTIONS.                                                                                                  2 X 10 = 20 

46) a) Construct a cyclic quadrilateral ABCD when AB = 6cm, BC = 5.5cm,      = 80  and AD = 4.5cm                                          

(OR) 

b) Construct a ∆ABC in which the base BC = 5.5cm,        and the median AM from the vertex A is 

4.5cm. 

47) a) Draw the graph of y = 2x² + x - 6 and hence solve 2x² + x – 10 = 0                              (OR) 

b) 

X 1 3 5 7 8 
Y 2 6 10 14 16 
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Draw the graph for the above table and hence find 

(i) the value of y if x = 4 

(ii) the value of x if y = 12                                                                                  
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